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Spring was getting close and then it 
snowed… 

Here in the Pacific Northwest the days were getting longer 
and January was rather mild. Bulbs were beginning to poke 
out from the ground and buds were starting to show on 
some trees. And then there was snow. Lots of snow. It is not 
the norm for this area. It was beautiful, but unfortunately it 
was also heavy and wet so there was a lot of storm damage.  
Two weeks later the snow piles still haven’t entirely melted, 
but things are warming up a bit. Spring is coming. Not that 
I’m impatient or anything! 

What’s Been Happening… 

Opened My Etsy Shop 
I opened my Etsy shop (AnyaToomreStudios) in late November last year and had my first sale of some of my 
art quilt coasters. What was an extra bonus was that the customer was not a relative or a friend! While family 
and friends are wonderful to want to support my career, it’s nice to have someone who I’ve didn’t know find 
me on Etsy, like my things and trust the system enough with a new seller to actually purchase from me. And 
I’ve had sales since then too! Thank you! 

Workshops and Teaching 
I offered my Travel Journaling and Playing with Your Food in a Sketchbook ink and watercolor 6-week 
workshops again in January and February. They have been a lot of fun with the energy and enthusiasm of 
my students - even with all the interruption because of the snow. Student work from my Travel Journaling 
class is below. 
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Art Instructor for the City of Redmond 
In January I officially became a City of Redmond employee as an art 
instructor in their Parks and Recreation Department. I have been 
leading a series of Urban Sketching workshops. It’s exciting to have 
the opportunity to do these workshops but it’s also been stressful doing 
something new like this. The students have been very gracious and 
patient as I figure out how to teach the subject as best I can. I learn 

from each workshop and have ideas to put to use in the next one. The sketches are two students’ 
renditions of the same building  
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Illustration Classes 
I’ve been taking a series of classes on Illustration Fundamentals offered by Tara Larsen Chang at Cloud 9 Art 
School. They’ve been fascinating and I have been enjoying them immensely as I learn more about composition 
and value. As a side benefit, I get to create my Notes from the Class Sketchbook. I write out all the notes I’ve 
taken, or gotten from handouts or presentations, as well as drawing as many examples and exercises from the 
class as I can in my sketchbook.  

The picture of bird talons was the result of a 20 minute group project to 
use only four colors and simple shapes to illustrate something scary 
about birds. 

Next month’s illustration class is about color and then after that I’ll 
working on a specific illustration project. At the end of the class the 
finished illustrations will be displayed at Tsuga Art Gallery in Bothell. 
No pressure there - especially since I have no idea yet of what I want to 
work on. 

 
Sketchbooks on Display at the Redmond Library 

For the month of February, I had a 
collection of my sketchbooks on display at 
the Redmond Library. It was a painless 
process to have happen. I asked, the 
librarian looked at the schedule, I got the 
next available slot and that was that. One 
of the benefits of having filled up many 
sketchbooks is that it gave me a lot to 
choose from to fill up the three 5-foot long 
shelves. I decided to have a shelf on color 
charts, one on animals, and one on travel. 
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Coming Up 
More Workshops Start in March

I have been busy getting ready for a couple of new 6-week workshops that 
both will begin the first week of March. One is Drawing and Sketching 
Maps and the other is Drawing and Illustrating Recipes. There have been 
all sorts of delightful rabbit holes to go down in researching and trying out 
things for these classes - like compass roses, sea monsters, metaphorical 
maps, drawing recipes in layers, using few words for a recipe, and learning 
more about composition. I can’t wait to see what we will draw and create! 

There is still space available in both workshops. They will both be at 
Cloud 9 Art School in Bothell, WA. Check out my website for more 
information and to register. 

 

Off to sketch Carousel Horses in May 
I’m going on a road trip to Portland, Oregon to sketch 
carousel horses in May. A friend of mine and her 
husband have been in charge of the project to restore 
the historic Jantzen Beach Carousel horses. They are 
opening up their studio by invitation to local artists to 
sketch the horses and decorative elements. In return 
they’d like a black and white sketch from each artist to 
be contributed to go into a coloring book that will be 
made donations going to finding a new home for the 
carousel and its horses. Check out the MPF 
Conservation blog at https://mpfconservation.me for 
pictures of the horses they have been working on. 

Contact me at anyatoomre@yahoo.com if you’re interested in sketching the horses too! 

I’m Going to Amsterdam! 
I got up for a 6:00 am login in early February to 
register for the International Urban Sketcher’s 
Symposium to be held in Amsterdam this 
upcoming July. It was an international time set so 
regardless of what 0 GMT meant to you, that was 
when the registration opened world wide. At least 
I had a chance of being home and awake to do it. 
And I was able to register and was able to sign up 
for workshops which I understand sold out very 
quickly. I am so looking forward to Amsterdam 
and the energy from being with all the other 

hundreds of like minded sketchers. The Urban 
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Sketcher’s Symposium in Porto, Portugal was a lot of fun this past summer and it was wonderful seeing the 
800 plus sketchers all scattered throughout the city with their sketchbooks out and drawing. I’ve been wanting 
to go to Amsterdam for a long time. I’m very happy to be able to go. And the question is where to also go on 
this trip? Budapest? Prague? Tallinn, Estonia? 

Regular Offerings and Shop 

If you’ve seen any of my things from postings online on Facebook or 
Instagram or from my website and are interested in something - a 
drawing, print or textile, please contact me - anyatoomre@yahoo.com. 
I’d love to work with you and create something that works for you 
either as a drawing, print or a textile. 

AnyaToomreStudios is my shop on 
Etsy, the site for makers. That’s 
where you will be able to find my 
coasters, quilted bags and cards. 
Starting March 1st I will be offering 
free US shipping for any orders over 

$100 at my Etsy shop. 

anyatoomre is my shop at Society6 that features products with my 
designs on them. 

I continue to offer ink and watercolor pet portraits. I work from your 
photographs and the turnaround is typically 2-3 weeks from when the 
portrait is booked on my calendar. More information is at my website 
or email me at anyatoomre@yahoo.com. 

One of the things I incorporate into my business is giving back. Since artistically I have various interests, 
I’ve chosen three organizations to donate to based on sales in certain areas. I give 5% from my card and 
print sales to the Hispanic Federation to help Puerto Rico’s recovery from Hurricane Maria in 2017, 5% 
from pet portraits goes to the Seattle Humane Society, and 5% from textile sales goes to Mary’s Place in 
Seattle, a place that helps women and children with shelter and resources to make changes in their lives. 

Testimonials 
“My friend and sketchbook artist and illustrator, Anya Toomre, 
sketched these portraits of our puppy Nala as Christmas gifts for our 
twins. These are sketched using watercolor and ink. Anya is a multi-
talented artist, and teaches workshops, as well. Jacob and Emma are 
beyond thrilled to have these keepsakes of their beloved Nala! I 
highly recommend Anya's work as an idea to keep in mind.”- Lisa 
P., Bellevue, WA 
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https://www.facebook.com/anyatoomreart
https://www.instagram.com/anya_toomre
https://www.anyatoomre.com
http://www.etsy.com/shop/AnyaToomreStudios
http://www.society6.com/anyatoomre
http://www.anyatoomre.com/shop/pet-portraits-9x12-ink-and-watercolor
http://www.hispanicfederation.org/
http://www.seattlehumane.org/
http://www.marysplaceseattle.org
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Thank you to all of you who have been encouraging and supporting me so far in this journey to be a full-time 
artist and running my own business. It’s an adventure I’ve been enjoying even though it’s challenging. Please 
feel free to share this newsletter to anyone you think might be interested or have them go to my website to sign 
up for my email list. I try to send out a newsletter every few months. Earlier issues are available on my 
website’s About page. The next one will come out on Jun 1, 2019. 
Keep creating and enjoy the moments of beauty you come across. 

Anya 

Anya Toomre Art & Illustration (www.anyatoomre.com) 

anyatoomre@yahoo.com 
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